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What does it mean 
to be European?

When

International Youth Exchange

Braga, Portugal
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About
Europe is currently subject to numerous pressures of a varying nature. The impact of the global 
economic crash is still being felt across the continent, the refugee question is proving divisive and events 
like the EU Referendum and ‘Brexit’ in the UK could have a dramatic effect. An extremely important 
group to consider among all this is Europe’s young people. Not only are they affected by all these 
dynamics in the now, they will be the ones required to deal with the consequences in the future.

Therefore, this youth exchange will bring young people together from across Europe to explore 
the question, ‘What does it mean to be European?’ As participants, you will be provided with a  
safe-learning space to consider the issues of the greatest importance to you regarding Europe, in the 
process fostering social integration and increased intercultural understanding between young people from 
across the continent.

The countries participating in this youth exchange are Portugal, Hungary, Spain, Italy, Finland and   
Turkey with 6 participants each and an accompanying group leader.

Objectives of the Youth Exchange
• To explore young people’s opinions on the theme ‘What does it mean to be European?’
• To consider how ongoing events in Europe affect young people differently based on their nationality 

and culture
• To investigate how young people feel about Europe heading into the future and how young people 

feel they fit into Europe as citizens.
• To consider the role young people feel they play and could play in the development and shaping of 

Europe.
• To contemplate whether there are shared values amongst Europe’s young people, how they     

contribute towards a European identity, if any, and if these values are put into practice in everyday 
European life.

• To increase a feeling of self-empowerment among participants and facilitate active citizenship 
amongst them.

• To promote inclusion of young people with fewer opportunities.
• To develop communication and language skills          
• To foster international links and intercultural learning.



Methodology
This youth exchange will be based on non-formal education. It will be set up based on the needs 
and expectations of the participants and partner organisations. The youth exchange will be led by        
experienced trainers who will implement creative and participatory methods in order to support the 
self-directed exchange of ideas and learning of participants. A variety of methods will be used, including 
but not limited to self-reflection, working in small groups, plenary work, national and mixed groups, role 
play, art, use of technology, and group building activities.

Participants Profile
• Aged between 18-30 years old at the time of the activity
• Young people with fewer opportunities whether it be due to socio or economic obstacles, etc.
• Willing to help plan and prepare for the youth exchange as required
• Motivated to learn about other participant’s perspectives and views on the topic of ‘What does it 

mean to be European?’
• Willing to share their own points of views on the theme and contribute to the Youth Exchange
• Willing to work in disseminating the results and findings of the Youth Exchange with the support of 

their sending organisation

Methodology
This youth exchange will be based on non-formal education. It will be set up based on the needs 
and expectations of the participants and partner organisations. The youth exchange will be led by        
experienced trainers who will implement creative and participatory methods in order to support the 
self-directed exchange of ideas and learning of participants.

Costs
Travel expenses will be 100% reimbursed according to the 
maximum budget for travel costs regarding each country 
(please see adjacent table). Nevertheless, we kindly ask you 
to try to find cheap tickets to reach Braga. 
Any visa costs will be 100% covered.

During the youth exchange, accommodation and food will be 
fully covered.

Reimbursement - The reimbursement will be completed 
AFTER the youth exchange when your boarding passes 
and other tickets have been received (sent by post).

Country Maximum 
amount for travel 

costs (Euros)

Italy 170
Spain 170

Hungary 270
Finland 400
Turkey 620

No participation fee will be 
charged.

For all queries and to apply, please contact Cintia Passos at 
jcv.inaction.brg@gmail.com


